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Rodney Watts, "AIDS k'111ed me, don't let it k*111 you
My trika iconopa
Assistant News Editor
Amidst a crowd of nearly 200
guests, Rodney Watts, a victim of
the AIDS virus, delivered his
wrenching speech "AIDS Killed
Me, Don't Let it Kill You" last
Tuesday.
"No one takes AIDS seriously
Un iii they are personally affected
by the disease. By
speaking to
groups, particularly college students and teens, I
attach a face and
personality to
AIDS," said
Watts.
Watts, an open
homosexual, conthicted the disease
in 1983, but actually did not discover that he had the deadly virus
until 1988 when he went to the
doctor after a long-term illness.
After a fairly thorough examination, Watts expected his doctor to
diagnose the flu and send him
home with a few antibiotics. To
Watt's horror, he was told that he
had contracted the AIDS virus.

The shocking discovery drove
Watts into a deen denression
which rendered him almost entirely dysfunctional. He stopped
eating right, became increasingly
unable to run his business, went
bankrupt and lost his home.
After one of his good friends
forced help onto him, Watts received the necessary counseling
and drug intervention needed
tolifthimoutof
his depression.
As a result of
early treatment,
Watts feels better than everand
has managed to
outlive a large
number of his
own friends infected with the
disease. However, he sees the
government's
lack of financial support and of
courage to actively treat the epidemic as key factors in its devastation.
Because Watts has such personal contact with the epidemic,
he spends much of his time helping families and victims deal with
the disease.
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Panhellenic Public Relations Chair Alissa Mahoney talks with Rodney Watts before his speech last Tuesday.
"I have developed a certain expertise in recognizing that the end
iscoming,andltrytotakecareof
people the best I can during their
last few months of living," said
Watts.
Watts also fights the disease by
makingpeopleawarethmughlectures, traveling
across the country. He has spoken
to many campuses, including

see WATtS page 3

Students Against Sexual Harassment hope to end it once and for all
By Sarah Hynes
Staff Writer
Are you tired of hearing people
complain about sexual harassment? Well, someone has decided to do something about it. In
a proactive effort to prevent and
deal effectively with sexual harassment on campus, a group of
students has formed Students
Against Sexual Harassment
(SASH).
Lead by Sydney Van Atta, the
group hopes to become officially
recognized by ASUPS, and then

move on to educate faculty, staff
and students about sexual harassment and its relevancy at Puget
Sound.
At a meeting Tuesday night the
group met to discuss goals and
develop a strategy to make the
university's current policy on
sexual harassment more cohesive.
"One of the obstacles I have met
with is that the university's policy
is so fragmented," Van Atta said.
"One of the things I want to do
tonight is to talk about some concrete things we can do this semester to improve the policy."

The general consensus of the
group membersleaned toward the
need for a neutral party to process
students' complaints. Under the
current policy, students' grievances are processed by the Dean
of Students. Many of those in
attendance pointed out that there
is an inevitable conflict of interest
when the Dean of Students is responsible for dealing with situations of sucha nature.
One way of providing students
with neutral advice would be to
establish a students' defense fund

see SASH page 4
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Attempted 11th Street robbery
ends with broken door
By Steve Zaro
Staff Writer
Kicking down the door might
not be the most subtle way to
break into a house, but that was
the methodused inan attempted
burglary on North I ith last
week.
All totaled, only five dollars
in change and two pairs of inexpensive cuff links were stolen.
"We had a lotof stereo equipment and stuff, but he was just
looking for quick cash," said
Steve Saalfeld, a student who
lives at the campus-owned
house.
The crime occurred between
one and one-fifteen last Thursday afternoon at 3211 N.
Lawrence. Noneofthe students
who live there were home at the
time of the theft.
A witness, Sabrina Moss, saw
the break-in across the street
from her bedroom window.
"I saw him go around front
and kick in the door and then
shut it," said Moss. "Then I ran
down stairs and and called secwity."
Apparently, the thief, 35-yearold Patrick Richardson of North
Tacoma, quickly rummaged
through rooms on the first and
second floors and tried to pry

open a foot locker before Security Services arrivedand a short
chase ensued.
"Well, he wasn't in here for
more than five or ten minutes
and the girl next door saw him,
calledsecurity, and they chased
him out," said Saalfeld.
Richardson escaped out the
back door,butwas quickly pursued and surrounded by the
Tacoma Police Department
with the help of students in the
ares
"One of the biggest reasons
he was caught was the students
pointing him out to the police
officers," said Rick Emm, a
detective with the TPD.
Directorof Security Services,
Todd Badham, was also pleased
with the efficiency of the ar rest.
"An alert student called in
and everything happened the
way it was supposed to," said
Badham.
Charged with second degree
burglary on Monday,
Richardson now awaits seatencing, a process that may be
delayed by background checks
being made on him by other
police departments in the area.
Second degree burglary has a
maaimum sentence of five years
in prison.
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Republicans must present economic
plan before criticizing Democrats

IJBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer
Priming itself for the 1996 presidential
run, the GOP has repeatedly attacked President Clinton's plan in the hopes of winning
popular support for its side. However, the
Republicans will face difficult times in
convincing the American people that Bill
Clinton's economic proposal will have adverse affects on the economy while they
have neither constructed their own economic plan,nor agreed upon the best method
for securing long-term economic growth.
As the Republicans sitaround and cry about
Bill Clinton's plan without working on a
program of their own,they seem to be doing
a great deal more whining than winning
popular support.
Maybe the Republicans grew so upset
about Clinton's economic plan out of jealousy. After all, it must be somewhat embarrassing when, within his first month as
president, Bill Clinton provided America
with the first economic plan designed to
reduce the deficit. Compare that to the
twelve previous years of Bush and Reagan,
which failed to produce an ounce of savings
or deficit reduction.
Sure, Bill Clinton's plan is far from perfect (greater spending cuts, especially in
the military, would be extremely beneficial). But considering the political bind in
whichanypresidentflndshimself,Clinton's
plan stands head and shoulders above any

plans produced by his two Republican peedecessors.
President Clinton, never one to shy away
from a battle, lambasted the GOP's lethargy while continuing to criticize him, saying, "I have a difficult time taking these
people seriously. Anybody can say whatever they want about more spending cuts,
butwhy are you asking me? Why don't you
ask them?"
Clinton's statement hammers home the
point that while the Republicans have been
blabbering forever about increasing the
number of spending cuts, they have failed
to mention even one. Leon Panetta,
Clinton's White House Budget Director,
put Clinton's criticism of the Republicans
into blunter, simpler terms, saying it's time
they "put up or shut up."
If the GOP does eventually "put something up," one begins to wonder just what
that something would be. It would be
highly uncharacteristic of the Republicans
to propose cuts in their beloved military. So
from where would their increased spending
cuts originate? Probably from the already
crippled social programs that account for
only a fraction of the government spending
anyway.
The other problem lingering over the
GOP's head is that they can't even decide
among themselves which route to take when
dealing with the economy. The majority of
congressional Republicans, with Kansas
Sen. Bob Dole, Texas Sen. Phil Gramm,
and Ohio Rep. John Kasich leading the
charge, would like to concentrate on slashingneedlessgovemmentspending,butcan't
decide what needless things need to be cut.
Meanwhile, on the outskirts of Capitol Hill,
former Housing Secretary Jack Kemp began early jockeying for the 1996 Republican nomination by fonning a national coalition to defeat Clinton's plan. Unlike the
Doles and Gramms in the Republican party,
Kemp focuses his attention away from

24 February through 3 March 1993
24Feb., 8:21 AM

A Plant Staff member reported two expensive chairs
and a table lamp missing from the Rendezvous in the
Student Union Building.

25 Feb., 1:10PM

A Student called to report wilnessing a Suspect kick
open the front door of a University owned house.
Security Staff and TacomaPolice Officersresponded.
The Suspect fled, but was apprehended a block away
on Lawrence Street after a brief chase. Property taken
was recovered and returned.

27 Feb., 2:45 AM

Security Staff observed a vehicle being driven at a
high rate of speed near North 14th and Lawrence
Streets. The vehicle became disabled when it hit a
curb in the area. The vehicle eventually stopped on
North 11th near the Fieldhouse and the Tacoma Police
Department was notified by Security. The non-stu
dent driver of the vehicle was arrested for driving
while under the influence.

27 Feb., 8:00 AM

A University neighbor called to report a suspicious
individual in the woods near the Library. Security
responded and found the individual leaving a window
well of the Library. The individual would not cooperate with Security Staff so Tacoma Police were
notified. The individual was taken home by a police
officer.

Submitted by Todd A. Badham, Director

of Security Services
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PEN FORUMS
AND EVENTS
for the week of March 4-March 11

Look for these upcoming senior Honors theses:
Eric Bitten's "Using a Forbidden Process to Describe
Something That Cannot Be Seen: Phospherescence
Studies of a DNA- Binding Protein" on Monday, March
8 at 4pm in Thompson 124.
Diane Swick's "The Four Color Theorum: Maps,
Graphs and Reducibility" on Tuesday, March 9 at 4pm
in Thompson 124.
Ray Kahier's "A Tradition of Misinformatiion: Views
on Amercian Journalism During World War I and the
Bolshevik Revolution" on Wednesday, March 10 at 4 pm
in the Shelmidine room.
Steve Huth's "The Role and Methods of Students in
China's May Fourth Movement" on Thursday, March
11 at 4 pm in the McCormick room.
spending cuts and concentrates more on the
80's theory of supply-side economics to
boost economic growth. This early rift in
political philosophies between Bob Dole
and Jack Kemp foreshadows the appear.
ance of the 1996 Republican primaries.
Even with all of the previously mentioned
problemsfacing the Republicans,the greatest one of all seems to be convincing the
American people that they do not want to

sacrifice for thebeuerment ofthey country.
Recent polls show that Americans favor
Clinton's economic proposal two to one.
Republicans will face difficult times reversing this number unless they agree on a
competent economic plan and draft up one.
Otherwise, all their outdated accusations of
"Tax and Spend" will fall soundless across
the ears of most Americans and they will
seen as whining babies and sore losers.
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Alcohol Wall goes down the toilet
CBy Sundown Stauffer

WATFS from page 1

28 and March first. "The wall was still
there Sunday afternoon, but I went to
check on the wall Monday evening and
it was gone."
The inonyofthe story is thatSmith was
going to retrieve the wall for inspection
when he discovered its disappearance. If
the wall had not been taken, The Trail
would have been able to repent on some
valuable student comments concerning
alcohol, apart from the derogatory remarks.
"Our intention was not to raise talk
about individual people's drinking habits,buthowalcohol has affected people's
lives... I'm kind of disappointed people
wrotedown otherpeople'snames. I think
it shows immaturity," said Smith.
The wall was originally printed with
the message, "Share Your Experiences
With Alcohol." There was not a disclaimer asking people not to write other
people's names. There were, however,
no restrictions on what students could
write, so the offensive comments may
have appeared in any case.
DeGraafsaid that he was still trying to
get in touch with the person responsible
for the wall's removal. "It's likely,
though, that the wall was simply thrown
away."
When asked what he would have done
differently in this situation, Smith said,
"I would have taken the sign down earlien. I suppose I would have included
something asking people to just talk
about their experiences with alcohol."
Will the Alcohol Wall be tried again in
the future? "I don't know," said Smith.
"It's a possibility."

Staff Writer

The Alcohol Wall, a space in the Great
Hall for students to write down comments concerning alcohol, has been torn
down after unknown persons wrote insuiting comments on the wall.
The Wall was originally intended as a
forum for students to express their feelings, experiences, or comments regarding the use of alcohol. Residential Programs placed the "wall," a large sheet of
paper, in the Great Hall, where it would
be accessible.
Apparently, the wall was an outlet for
the offensive side of certain people.
Someone removed the wall after insulting comments appeared, including specific students' names.
"There were people writing stuff that
was totally impertinent to the purpose
of the wall," said Chris DeGraaf, head
of ASUPS Publicity Department. "They
were insulting people's anatomies, and
then signing other people's names."
DeGraaf heard through a third party
that someone who was insulted took
affairs into their own hands and removed the wall.
The Alcohol Wall was organized as a
part of Campus Educational Programs,
with Residential Programs carrying out
the project. Three Community Coordinators, Scott Smith, Sunshine Morrison,
and Julie Schmucker organized the
project.
"The wall must have been taken down
sometime between last Sunday evening
and Monday afternoon," said Smith.
The dates referred to here are February

Skidmore College, Boston College,
Wesleyan University and Indiana University in addition to the University of Puget
Sound. He is currently featured in documentaries regarding the topic and has appeared on Hea!thBeat, a syndicated program on CBS.
Watts wants to not only give students a
personal outlook on the disease, but also
give them a sense of its scale.
"In the United States over 200,000 people
have died of the disease. That's more than
were killed in the Vietnam and Korean
Wars," said Watts. "Worldwide, over 200
million people are infected, which means
they will eventually die."
Having 200 million people die is like
everyone in theUnited States dying at once.
These proportions are already killing off
Sub-Saharan and African populations.
It took a great deal oftime and even more
courage for Watts to come Out of the closet
with his disease, but after he appeared on
national television, he knew that he couldn't
wait to tell his family until they saw him on
the screen.
According to Watts, he started a letter
telling of the disease, but turned it into a
political and educational letter as well.
However, he couldn't stop there. Watts sent
the letters in a mass mailing to everyone
listed in his address book.
"I went from being totally private about it
to being totally public," said Watts.
"My family was wonderful, but a best
friend I had in high school called after
receiving the letter and said angrily, 'This is
what you deserve because you're queer!
Watts doesn't advocate having no sex,
but thinks sex needs to be re-figured.
"People should have sex, but we have to
fmd ways to eroticize safe sex and think of

condoms as toys," said Watts.
Watts doesn't know when he's going to
die,buthe spends his time advocating rights
for AIDS victims.
"I hope to extend my life and do what lean
to put limits on this problem."
During his lecture, Watts recollected the
loss of one of his friends to the raging
disease. One ofWatts' best Mends, Kevin,
suffered from the disease and consequently
went through severe depression and a type
of AIDS dymensia.
"One day Kevin was fme and the next,
this talented fashion photographer disappeared," said Watts.
A week after his disappearance, Watts
received a phone call from Kevin who
explained quite rationally that he felt ternbly paranoid and "knew that the CIA, FBI
and Ronald Reagan" were all after him.
Convinced that the only way to fmd safety
was to hide out naked in Columbus Circle
in New York City, Kevin immediately took
refuge, thinking,"who could hurt a naked
person?" Unfortunately, the police didn't
see the necessity inKevin's retneatand sent
him to a psychiatric ward. After convincing
an orderly to loosen his restraints, Kevin
escaped the hospital and immediately
phoned Watts.
For a long time afterward, Watts helped
protect his friend, but was soon faced with
defeat by this disease.
"When Kevin died, I felt like I died too. I
stopped being who I was, and I came roaring out of my depression with anger," said
Watts. "It's inevitable that they'll find a cure. If
we simply throw all of our resources towards it, we would find a cure."
With this in mind, he encourages people
with an interest in the issue to write letters
to Congressmen and demanding that AIDS
research be fully funded.
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.
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Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new for even more power, the Macintosh CentriS 610. See these new computers
line of full-featured Madntosh computers ever. There's the Apple Macintosh today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing,
#
Color Classic - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh as well as service during wllege And experience the power of Macintosh.
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Advocates of charitable response
denounce capital punishment
Hilary Johnson
Staff Writer
'tukeSkywalkerfmally gets Darth Vadar
pinned and the question arises whether to
do this guy in or not, and all of America is
watching. Are the bad guys bad or are the
bad guys good guys tooT' asked Judith
Jay, a professor in the religion department
at last Tuesday's capital punishment open
forum. Kevin Glackin-Coley, chaplain at
the Pierce County jail, joined Jay in a panel
discussion of the ethics of the death penally.
Jay explained three common perspectives
on the death penalty. The realist believes
that once a person has behaved sub-humanly then they can and should be treated
sub-humanly. The liberal would express
faith in the redeemability of human nature
after a criminal sees the wrongness of the
crime. Jay calls this approach too naive.
She advocates the "charitable response", or
"love the sinner, hate the sin." This, she
explained, was Luke Skywalker's final
decision.
Glackin-Coley attended the execution of
Westley Allan Dodd last December and
recounted the experience during the forum.
While he and a group of other people against
the death penalty participated in a quiet
vigil another group there held up "hang
'em" signs and waved nooses in the air.
"As it was approaching 12:0 1 they started
counting down like it was New Year's Eve,
cheering that a human being, albeit a very
disturbed human being, was being killed.
They were getting a lot of pleasure out of
the death of another person, which was
what Westley Allan Dodd was being killed
for."
He made the point that a law cannot at
once forbid and participate in taking the life
of another human being. He further explained that the gut reaction to want to
"even the score" should be respected because itis the most natural of responses. But
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getting even only adds another crime to the
one being avenged.
Jay pointed out that many people in society sulfur terrible treatment and don't pass
that hurt along. Victims should decide to
keep from passing on their anger by calling
for the death penalty because that is what
they expect of the criminals, thatthey should
have found a way to keep their pain from
harming others.
Kelly Smith, a student, said, "I'm shocked
I'm in the majority here. As a woman, I
always hear that I'm being victimized, and
sure, I am, butl appreciate hearing the other
side, how society has impacted these people.
I want people to understand what this violence is doing to us."
Jay brought in a pamphlet written by
Howard Zehr entitled "Death as a Penalty:
a Moral, practical and theological discussion," she has used in past classes and offers
to sell to anyone interested in further information. The pamphlet discusses many of
the common arguments for capital punishment, some of which were brought up at the
forum. addresses the theory that capital
punishment acts as a deterrent for further
crimes by saying that the death -sentence

Professor Judith Jay denounces capital punishment as a means to reduce crime.
only adds to the general atmosphere of
violence already in society, and that it assumes that murders are rational decisions
that this kind of warning can dissuade.
Glackin-Coley added to this in the discussion that the highest murder rates in the
country are in the states which execute
people, the lowest rates in states which
don't. The pamphlet also discredits the argument that the death sentence saves money

by comparing the cost of supporting a prisoner for 30 years, at approximately
$750,000, with the cost of an extra long
death penalty trial to avoid error, the appeal, imprisonment during this trial and in
the waiting period, and the execution itself,
all coming to approximately $2,000,000,
by the figures of a recent New York study.
It also emphasizes a jury's inability to ever
know for sure if a criminal is really guilty.

IR1NCIPLES Of SOUND RETIREMENT INVES FING

C

SASH from page 1
•which would give students access to legal
council before meeting with University officials. In this way a student would have full
knowledge of hi'her rights prior to any
meetingsregarding sexual harassment cornplaints.
SASH plans to look at other universities
to assess what type of legal support is
available to students at those institutions.
The group also plans to review the sexual
harassment policies of other universities in
order to generate ideas for changes in Puget
Sound's policy.
In addition, SASHhope to show that there
is broad-based student support for their
cause by launching a letter-writing campaign aimed to reach both the administration and the trustees of the University.
"I think the big thing here is communication, and what the trustees need to see is
backing by the students," Jason Werts,
ASUPS President-elect, said. "They don't
really have an excuse if there are a lot of
students who have a problem with what is
going on."
Both Werts and Chuck Edwards, ASUPS
Vice President-Elect, were on hand in support of SASH, and pledged to do what they
could to work in conjunction with SASH's
efforts.
Also in alliance with SASH is the possibility of a women's theme house for next
year. According to Freshman Julie
Davidson,the women's house is currently
in the application stages. "If we do become
a theme house, we hope we'll be able to
work with SASH," Davidson said.

UNFORTUNATEII TillS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS,
very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage oftax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" thatyour regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover, Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range ofallocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enioy many
happy returns.

Benefit nowf3,m tax defer,il. Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
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A Chorus Line' q'ives Lesl 'ie a k 'ick in the pants
EJBy Leslie A. Murray
Staff Writer

I would like to preface my review of A
ChorusLine by saying that I think musicals
are the LSD of the theater world. After
seeing West Side Story in my youth, I often
wondered what sort of madman could picture a gang of street toughs skipping down
city streets, doing split leaps and attempting three-part harmony. Seriously, whoever invented the musical was either on a
lot of psychedelic drugs or had a large
happiness problem which forced them to
live with the constant urge to burst into
song. Where else but in a musical can you
see normal people with normal lives jumping about singing in rhyme about sorrow or
love or, as is the case with UPS' latest
mainstage show, thejoysand pains of being
a performer? But regardless of the relative
strangeness of the musical as a concept, I
always leave musical performances with a
little bit of song in my heart and sldp in my
step, and will have to admit to leaving the
Inside Theater last Frithy night with the
undeniable urge to burstinto song and force
several passers-by tojoin me in a kick-line,
Rockette style. Luckily for the passers-by,
I quenched my urge.
Forthoseofyou unfamiiarwith the script,
A ChorusLine tells the story ofa number of
young dancers auditioning for thechorus of
a Broadway musical. Through the audition
process, the musical's director tries to get
each dancer to divulge some tale from their
personal life in an attempt to personalize
the audition. The show's production numbers range from campy soliloquies on the
art of puberty, to full out old-fashioned
showstoppers, to sorrowful accounts of
childhood disappointments. The mixture
of dance, song and acting, at least in my
view, would provide a challenge to any
performer attempting this piece, and I am
more than happy to give a hearty round of
applause to my fellow thespians for some
fine performances.
To begin with, fishman Heather Steckler,
who plays Diana, is a goddess of song, and
I'm sure she spends her off-time luring
unsuspecting sailors onto rocks and their
impending doom. Her renditions of both
"Nothing" and 'What I Did For Love"
stand out as two of the show's top numbers.
She delivers both beautifully and witha full
awareness of what she is singing, making
her songs into musical monologues.
Steckler is the sort of performer who you
can't take your eyes off when she's on
stage, and she brings a toughguy charm to

her character which immediately endears
her to the audience.
Ajala Acholom, also a freshman, plays
Ritchie with both humor and a sort of Understated wisdom. Like Stockier, she cornmands thestagewhen she enters, and seems
to emanate a relentless energy at all times.
Returning to the stage after performing the
role of Sara in UPS' Funnyhouse ofa Negro, Acholom shows her diversity of performance with an upbeat, funny performance following her more tragic role in
Funnyhouse. Most notablein herperformance ,
itevin H
is her constant awareness of the other perways I
formers around her,
which shows in both her
spoken segments and
somewho
her reactions to others
to contc
when she isn't in the
spotlight.
Also outstanding
anaior bo
among the women were
reaiiy w
Christa Corazin and
Krista Thomas, who
stance I
play Val and Sheila respectively. Corazin's
rendition of"Dance: 10,
you WO
Looks: 3," (more commade of
monly known as "Tits
andAss") was probably
—
my favorite of all the
individual performances, maybe just because I dig thatsong, butalso because of the
humor and originality she brought to a
seemingly monodimensionalcharacter. She
gave Val more than the slutty appeal of a
typical busty blonde and made you have to
like her. Thomas plays Sheila with real
balls and played up the humor in her character with a satiric charm and perfect comic
timing. Herjack-o-lantern grimace (a product ofbeing told to "Smile like you love to
dance") made me laugh a bunch, really
loud, so as to annoy pretty much everyone
sitting around me.
Among the men, freshman Kevin
Hageman's campy portrayal of Bobby was
accomplished with freshness and a neverending zeal for schtick. He's always moving or somehow managing to contort his
face and/or body into some really weird
absurd stance that makes you wonder if
he's made of Silly Putty. He also stood out,
along with Jesse Hinds who plays Mike, as
one of the few men who looked very cornfortable putting on their dancing shoes.
Both Hageman and Hinds impressed me in
a massive way with actually looking graceful while doing ballet, and that split leap

Jesse did really buttered my muffm, so to
speak.
Todd Bay, who plays Zach, the musical's
director, does so with a mixture of fatherly
concern and sexy ego. The moments when
he interacts with the dancers comprise some
of the best scenes in the production. During
a touching monologue performed by Nathan
Ricard, who plays Paul, Bay manages to
switch gears with his character from the
domineering director to someone you think
actually gives a shit about his performers.
And yes, Todd, you
even looked decent
I
dancing.
eman alMycriticisms of the
I
show are focused less
wing or
aroundindividualperS
managing formances and more
around aesthetics.
Having worked extenhis face
sively with John
, into some Rindo,theshow'sdirector, in the past, I
know
wellhisfmetalrd absurd
ent for bringing out
wonderful moments
it makes
with
individual actors.
,
InA ChorusLine, such
'er i f hes
moments offered the
audience a real conlily Puttyi
sideration of the characters, where the more
showy production numbers didnot. I wanted
to see more ofRindo's talent for direction,
and less of the choreographer's talent for
big dance numbers. While the show's choreographer, Stephen Terrell, did a wonderful job, and the choreography offers a fine
balance of tradition andoriginality,at times,
these large production numbers seemed to
hinder the production as a wholerather than
help it. The performance of "One," the
show's finale was tremendous, but would
have had even more power had it been one
of a few huge numbers, rather than the last
of what seemed like too many. (Perhaps
this is the curse of musicals, which always
seem to have at least one number you fast
forward through mentally, and it couldn't
be avoided).
While theworkdone in these largerdance
numbers was fine, the showiness of them
distracted at times from not only individual

actors who were meant to be in focus, but
also seemed to beaproblem for some actors
who had to come offan intense, ten minute
dance and sing full voice for a solo.
This problem with the length of dance
numbers seemed to be an acute problem for
Jacqueline Dundas, who played Cassie.
While she is a terrific dancer, her lengthy
solo dance near the show's end seemed
problematic for her. In addition, near the
end of her performance, the strain seemed
to be showing and she looked like she was
in real physical pain.
My only other real problem with the production was the inclusion of a rather large
chores to back up the leads, which is an
addition to the original script. While I
don't mean to discount the hard work and
obvious talent of many of the chorus members, theiraddition ontoan already crowded
stage seemed to create more chaos than
necessary. At one point in the script, Zach
lectures a dancer on the importance of being invisible when playing a chorus part.
Chorus Line's chorus did nothing if not
stand out. It was clear that each individual
in the chorus was attempting to bring life to
their ensemble role when on stage. While
this work was appreciated, and many times
amusing, itwas often distracting from whatevent was you were supposed tobe looking
at. Some of the members of the chorus
managed to even stand out more than some
of the leads, which was somewhat problematic as I oftentimes found myself watching chorus members instead ofa main character who was singing or talking.
Problems aside, I congratulate the cast of
Chorus Line for a quality production of a
difficult show, and likewise congratulate
John Rindo and Paul Schultz for their hard
work to bring together such a large cast into
a cohesive production. And hey, if the
winter blahs are getting to you just a little
too much, check out the show. Maybe it
will have you dancing in the streets, just
like your faithfulreporter. Heck, even if the
winter blahs aren't getting to you, get your
little self down to the theater and culture
yourself. Join the cult of closet musical
lovers. Whistle a happy tune.
But leave the passers-by out of it. They
can get quite hostile.

Make the connection!

><
Can you link each celebrity to the correct association? This week's connection: ex-SNL member with
their respective Movies They'd Rather Forget. Each
answer worth one point. Featuring: an answer key.

ex-SNL member
Dan Akroyd
Chevy Chase
Jon Lovitz
Eddie Murphy
Joe Piscopo

Movies They'd Rather Forget

Best Defense
Caddyshack II
Dead Heat
Mom and Dad Save the
World
My Stepmother Is An
Alien
(::)•c (v)i' (q). f (g) .z

:sJsuy

4_c part ofForeign Language Week, the Japanese house performed Wayne's World all in
lapanese. Party on, Wayne. Party on, Garth.

--

Separated at Birth?
Long-haired
hardrocker Alice
Cooper and the
Trail's Mr.
Sensitive Ponytail
Man, A&E Editor
John Tocher?

APE
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Tacoma F'11m Society, A band of outsiders
Or: how we found visual and gastronomic pleasure in Tacoma. Yes, Tacoma.
By Melinda Riddle and Jen
Wong
was impressed by the freshly-baked oatmeal
American record of "doing the Louvre" in
Arbiters of Taste

Thank you, Tacoma Film Society, for
rescuing us from Hollywood. Without you,
we would have been doomed to the fate of
sitting through Groundhog Day last Sunday.
The Tacoma Film Society, which we view
as a group of philanthropists,recently started
a film series to take place at the Tacoma
Little Theater. The society is apparently a
group of angry intellectual vigilantes determined to defend Tacoma from the scourge
ofbrainless entertainment;
or, they're
rather,
just tired of driving all the way to Seattle to
see something better than a B-flick.
So on Sunday night they played Band of
Outsiders, directed by Jean-Luc Godard.
This 1964 French film, which took place in
Paris, starred a bunch of people we had
never heard of, but who are apparently
"legendary," according to the film notes:
Anna Karma, Jean-Pierre Léeud, Jean-Paul
Belmondo, and Claude Brasseur.
For those of us who did not live in the
'60s, the appearance of the film was obviously very dated. However, we were impressed by the effect of the film. Melinda

raisin cookies, which cost a mere quarter.
She also liked the movie, but only after she
had enjoyed the cookie first. In fact, the
cookie had such an effect that she coughed
uncontrollably for the entire film. Even this
did not detract from others' enjoyment of
the film. What little dialogue we could hear
through the coughing was French anyway.
Back to the movie. What was impressive
about the film was that after almost thirty
years, it still had entertainment value. It
was also instructive to us as Americans; the
influence of American pop culture abroad
was apparent and startling. Americans who
consider French films condescending or
the continental attitude frustrating would
find it amusing that one of the character's
obsession is winning the Indianapolis 500.
The plot and tone of the film were a mild
satire on American dime novels or soap
operas. The occasional omniscient narration reinforced the cheap-novel metaphor.
The dialogue of the characters reflected
their exposure to American ideas: why else
would French people be talking about CocaCola, Jack London, and the Indianapolis
500? The funniest scene by far was a mad
dash through the Louvre, trying to break the

9 minutes and 47 seconds.
We learned from the film notes that JeanLuc Godard was a member of the New
Wave school of French critics-turned-curectors, a school which also included Louis
Malle, Jacque Demy, and Eric Rohmer.
Rebelling against postwar conservatism,
they produced low-budget, yet creative and
original films.
Although neither of us is knowledgeable
about French film history, we were struck
by the parallel between these filmmakers
and the independent filmmakers of today
(Hal Hartley, Neil Jordan, Merchant/Ivory,
Peter Greenaway) who prove that I) A film
need not be formulaic to be interesting, and
2) Within traditional formulae, there is room
for creativity.
Those who have been daunted by "foreign" films in the past will find this experience entertaining at the least. The film
notes are helpful, and there is no attitude of
pretension; the audience was a group of
people who just wanted see a good movie.
This is what we got for three dollars at the
Tacoma Little Theater. Yourchanceis coming soon: March 28 at 7:30 p.m. The name
of the film is Housekeeping.

'Matinee' captures the AilosoDhv of the B -MOV10
EBy John Tocher
A&E Editor
See. . . a hideous being ravage the known
world! Shake ... in terror as a murderous

force threatens to annihilate your pitiful
existence! Flee. . the unstoppable evil that
endangers your home town!
Is it the sci-fi mOnster of the week? No,
it's the Cuban missile crisis. Well, actually
both. Joe Dante, director of Gremlins, has
created Matinee ( now playing at a theater
near you), a semi-tribute to the CheezWhiz of Hollywood: the low-budget monster movie.
While shock-expert Lawrence Woolsey
(John Goodman) gets set to debut his latest
creature feature in Key West, the residents
grit their teeth with the all-too-real fear of
impending Armageddon. Simon Fenton
plays Gene, a Doogie Howser look-alike
and son ofa naval officerwho has been sent
to the blockade off Cuba. Having had to
move with his father to numerous naval
bases across America, the only lasting relationship Gene has formed is with movies.
Especially horror movies.
Enter the famous 'B' movie-maker
Woolsey with his latestproject Mant (halfman, half-ant). Woolsey brings with him an
unending supply of gimmicks to bring in
the customers, including a pair of giant ant
legs for the theater marquis and a fake nurse
in the lobby requiring medical release forms.
He also has an armada of silly devices to
help bring the movie to life, with names like

'Rumble-rama' and 'Atomo-Vision' (Yes,
they actually did things like that).
Dante doesn't succeed in creating a strong
sense of anxiety from the crisis. Since we
know how the Cuban missile crisis turned
out (most of us, anyway), most of the tension in the film comes from waiting for the
opening performanceofManz. Theresult is
a disparate yet entertaining portrait of a
handful of characters who end up at the
theater to play out their love affair with
getting scared out of their wits, opting out
of facing the real thing going on just outside.
The only significance the film has is in its
exploration of the question, "Why see scary
movies?" Here, we find the heart of Matinee. Each of the film's tangents has to do
with facing the fears we deal with in the
'civilized' world. It doesn'tdo it very well;
the idea's the important thing here.
Goodman does a wonderful job as the perpetual salesman of titillation, whose
speeches on the nature and origins of horror
films make the whole thing worth watching. Neither is he at a loss for reconciling
cheap thrills with the national emergency.
Woolsey tells Gene, "Everybody out there
is waiting for God's other shoe to drop.
They don't know if the next sunset, their
next breath, or their next kiss is going to be
their last." What better time, reasons
Woolsey, to sneak up beside them and go
"Boo!"?
ButMatinee doesn'tjustlook at thesetwo
juxtaposed events. A significant amount of

the film delves into at least four subplots.
Fortunately, the film doesn't try to give
these threads a cleverly interwoven
denouement. It chooses, rather, to let them
remain disconnected. The result is a cult
film that hasn't come out of the closet It
has bits of weirdness and is pretty eclectic,
but it plays too much like a conventional
flick to become immortal. The ending, for
example, trickles into an ineffective 'Saveme-from-certain-doom,-big-brother' sus
pense scene. It would have been much
better without the contrived climax.
All in all, though, anyone who has sat
through eitherAttack ofthesOf:. Woman or
any episode of "Mystery Science Theater
3000" should see Matinee, if for no other
reason than the clips from Mang, and a
brilliantly insipid Disney-esque parody
about a woman whose uncle is a shopping
cart
Matinee is playing at Tacoma West Cinema on 1805 S. Mildred. Hey, it's only a
buck.

I Gallery.

-

titled "Toying with Nature," and "A
Paragraph of Purses." The artist,
Margery Amdur, will be preparing the
exhibit this week. Amdur came from
Western Washington University in
Bellingham to present the show.
Amdur has created a work'hop where
UPS students can become involved in
the set-up process this week. Through
Thursday, students are welcume to stop
by the Kittrcdge Gallery and rediscover
dormant &tistic ecstasy by getting real
messy with white glop.
I stopped by the gallery on Tuesday to
see what was going on. I niet some art
students that Margery Aindur had
brought with her from Western. As it
turns out, the students actwtlly are staying in my house, but I digress. I told
them I was interested in reporting on the
activity, which involves wrapping papermaché apier mache for you French
purists) around some wire scu!ptures
that will be later painted.
They told me, sure, but wouldn't I be
able to report the story better ifl actually
gotinvolved. Well... Why not, I thought,
so I got a chance to really get in touch
with the love of goopy stuff we all
Boy was it cool! I pasted strips of
paper on to a wire sculpture purse for
about forty minutes. There was a large
body of, similar sculptures, in a variety
of sizes and pauerns. I don't know
exactly what the exhibit will feature but
there were many diverse shapes lying
around. In front of me was a platoon of
black horn -looking figures. Margery
Amdurwaspleasantly mysterious about
what the show will contain, the main
focus being the involvement of students
in the installation process.
She did mention, however, that there
will be a surprise lining the floor of the
gallery. The Trail will tell all when the
show opens on Monday, March 8. From
my own experience, it sounds like it will
be alot of fun.

CAMERA FOR SALE
-.:...;w
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In the February 1 1 issue of the trail, I
incorectly stated that Loaded Weapon!
was at the bottom of the spoof genre. I
want to correct myself and say that
Reposessed starring Leslie Neilsen and
Linda Blair was the worst film I have
ever seen of the genre

RAISEACOOL

• 1 forcible rape every 6 seconds
• 1 robbery every 55 seconds
• 1 aggravated assault every 33 seconds

$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.

PERSONAL ALARM PROTECTION

And a FREE

WILL DO WHAT NO CHEMICAL SPRAY CAN

IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call

DETER AN ASSAULT AND SUMMON AID

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

Canon AE- 1 camera body & 3
lenses. Camera strap and bag
included. In good condition.
$350 or best offer. 756-4066.

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.
classes plus weekly tutorials.
The price—$395. Call now for
a free seminar. 524-4915.

at the same time by sending out a 107dB alann, by pulling the pm.
£•

$33.00 chsdc or miey crdr fa
(* 10% of proceeds benefit
Push/Excel Program.)
Please allow 2 - 3 weekc for delivery.

COLLINS DIVERSIFIED ND.
K-22 Albacore Cir.
Silverdale, WA 98315
(206) 779-9815

•

£

A gioup ofenvimnmentalists have fooned
a company to help save the planet and make
rnouey citing it. Greenway is looking for
likekd people, &xthle hours.
Call Marilyn at (2f) 463-2390.

Next GRE class begins April 12.
Next LSATclasses begin April 10, 13, 14.
'Tan
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5neaky an 51y's 'Recor '1e7(ews...

na Three
Overmhelmina
bender duriColor Sun at Dusk
ymon-Asher Three ColorSun firimar)
Yes, corporate rock still sucks. SymonAsherreally sucks! They've been touted as
the next oig tnmg on me Seattle anemative" scene but the 11 tracks on their new
album indicates a poofy-hair, weenie rock
heritage. They've definitely got a Mother
Love Bone influence but they end up sounding more like the legendary Spinal Tap and
occasionally like R.E.O. Speedwagon. The
song titles are also very imaginative mcludingsuchgemsas"Let'sliveforever,""What
do you love," and "Fields of love." SymonAsher is lame and I wish they'd go away.
RATING:Schmidt

liBy Pete Burness
Musk Reviewer

Overwhelming Colorfast: Bender (Relativity)
Starting this month, Overwhelming
Colorfast's debut album (See review, Oct.
8 '92) will also include their new 5-song EP
Bender which has 4 previously unreleased
tracks and a cover of the Beatles' "She

1 Remember: Listento Advancel
I Radio with Kai and Pete, Wed. 10L11 PM.

The The: Dusk (Epic)
The The is O.K. That's about all I can say.
There's nothing great about the album but
then there's nothing really bad. Dusk mixes
folk, dance,rock, and pop using eerie synth,
funky wah guitar, piano, acoustic guitar,
sax, and harmonica. Unfortunately the mix
really isn't all that interesting. Band leader
Matt Johnson sounds a little self-indulged
with overly dramatic lyrics that make use of
lots of heavy breathing (a la Daniel Ash).
The first single "Dogs of Lust" is definitely

said." This is their next single, which is also
on their self-titled debut. Bender was recorded live and in one take and captures all
the intensity and energy of an O.C. live
show. The disc includes revved-up versions of the old Motown hit "You Keep Me
Hanging On," Simon and Garfunkel's "For
Emily" and two brilliant new O.C. originals. O.C. is a great live band, so Bender is
really a special treat. The band is due in
town soon so be sure to check them out.
RATING: Full Sail Ale

"RatInfJ %stem
*-Schmidt
**-Bud
***-Henry Weinhard's
Sail Ale
*****-Petes Wicked Ale

****-Full

VOTED ONE OF THE TOP 10 RESTAURANTS
IN WASHINGTON! Morning News Tribune

mus'lc so clean
You'll
Th'ink
Madonna
is
I
I
& singing in Your Shower

S...

BEST SELECTION OF
NW MICROBREWS30 BEERS ON TAP
....

S...

Ae-N,

A

KITCHEN OPEN UNTIL
MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY
WITH DAILY LUNCH
AND DINNER SPECIALS

Restaurant/Pub
272-3435
611 N. Pine-Tacoma
(1/2 block off Sixth Avenue)
Open 11am to 2am everyday

All IL

An&

FIRST COMPLETELY
NON-SMOKING PUB
IN PIERCE COUNTY!

Must be 2 1-ID required

the best song on the album but the uptempo
"HelplineOperator"andthecianceable"Sodium Light Baby" are also decent. Guitarist Johnny Marr (ex of the Smiths) is
suprisingly reserved throughout the album
and is apparently justa hired gun receiving
no songwriting credits. Overall the album
is pretty accessible and very polished but
there's just nothing on it worth mentioning.
RATING: Bud

/¼•
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DIGITAL MUSIC EXPRESS

COME IN AND JOIN
THE E9 BEER CLUB
WITH OVER 2000 MEMBERS!
....

A
i¼

FEATURING THE MOST REMARKABLE
CD MUSIC AVAILABLEDIGITAL MUSIC EXPRESS "DMX"

" iAaaonna
CaC
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Over a

.S................................SS.....
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DOG DOLLARS

DOG DOLLARS

DOG DOLLARS
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UPS
SPECIAL:
$2.00
oF F

t "
::-. ,..,' . —L

•

$2.000ff
E9 Famous
SoftTaco

S
S
S
S

Your choice of:
S
.::
chicken, taco beef,
:
I roast beef, or turkey taco 'S
One coupon per personMsit .
Expires:March 31, 1993 Engine House No.9
:
S
SS
•SS•SS SS DOG
555 DOLLARS
555 55 S
S S 55DOG
S• SDOLLARS
555 555 •SSDOG
S SDOLLARS
:
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Or Cciii TCI
S*èd At 383-4311

id Cablevision of
Washington.Inc.
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Cicero's coffee houses, A Mecca for coffee enthusiasts
lBy Jennifer DeBoer
Copy Editor
Cicero's Coffee House
N. 30th St. and McCarver

Tallskinnyahnonddoublelaue. Recognize
this word? You should if you're in tune
with the new language that has swept the
country in the past decade: the language of
espresso.
Customer: I'll have a large decaffeinated
mocha.
Servec One grandemochahalfcaf
Customer: Couki I get that with non-fat
milk too, please?
Server: Grandemochahalicaiskinny
Espresso cafe's'are brewing up everywhere; even Tacoma has been struck by the
wave of espresso nooks. You do, however,
need to know where to find them—and it's
not the converted drive-thru Photomart at
Shop Rite. One that I would suggest is
Cicero's Coffee House.
If you want to relax in a peaceful, smokefree envimnment, the place to go is Cicero's,
near the waterfront on 30th and McCarver
in Old Town. (Or, if it helps, right next door

m
CD

C)

0
0
0

to The Spar). Transformed from a bookstore, this cafe is beautifully enriched with
an amazing Honduran Mahogany backbar
contrasting the rugged brick walls. You
can sit at either a petite glass table for two,
or along the barstool counter which over looks the bustling street.
With the beautiful prints,
terrific jazz music, and a
variety of reading material
resting on the intricately
carved antique hutch,
Cicero's makes you feel at
home. "I wanted it to look
and feel like Old Town, so
Ireally focused on keeping
it simple," said owner,
Linda Cicero.
Cicero decided tobuy the
available space because,
she said, "I had always
wanted my own business.
I love Old Town and saw
the need for arelaxing place
forpeople to just hang out
and talk." Cicero's is just
that. You can truly "hang
Out" without feeling as
though you're going to be
"kicked out" if you're not

eating or drinking something.
In addition to a variety ofcoffee, Cicero's
has an immaculate display of desserts.
Before my eyes sat grand mamier truffles,
peanut butter cookies (BIG ones), croissants, lemon bars, and raspberry cheesecake that are delivered fresh every day from
Affairs in Tacoma and A La Francaise in
Seattle. Cicero especially boasts about the
cheesecake. "I'm from the east coast and
this is by far the best cheesecake I've ever
tasted." If you're in the mood for something different, I suggest you try the "Meal
in a Mug" which is hot oatmeal with raspberry jam, sugar, and honey (It tastes better
than it sounds).
The prices at Cicero's are reasonable,
with a small latte costing $1.25 and a
"grande" (the lingo for the largest size)
$2.00. Also, if you orderyourdrink to stay,
they serve itin a forest green mug instead of
apapercup. Cicero's alsooffers softdrinks,
juices, orregular coffee for those who aren't
riding the espresso wave.
So, what's with the wave? Why are
espresso bars so popular? I would guess
because they are good study-breaks-hangouts-atmosphere-people-watching-chatting-spot-yummy-desserts-and-of-coursegreat-espresso.

Guadalarnarna s Falita Cantina: The Red Robin of mexican food
UBy Sara Freeman, Jen Wong
and Katharine Dvorak
Editor, Layout Goddess and Copy
Queen

Guadalamama and her family hanging from
the ceiling and walls. The view was very
good and the decor was appropriate for the

Guadalamama' s Fajita Cantina
Ruston Way

*

It's a big yellow building on the
waterfront. You can't miss it.
Guadalamama's is a fairly recent
addition to the big three restaurants down on Ruston Way (C.I.
Shennigan's, The Ram and Katie
Downs). We knew it was new because everyone kept asking us if it
was our first time there. We don't
look that young.
We knew as soon as we met our
'
waiter,J, that itwas going tobejust
a kick in the pants. "Hi. My name
is J," he said. "And no, half of my
name did not fall off the nametag.
It's just J." Obviously, he thought
this witty reparte combined with
his craggyjawline would put us all
in a swoon for our entire meal.
But wait. Before we get ahead of ourselves... the decor. It
was ... Disneylandesque. The color scheme
was red, turquoise, yellow and orange. Each
table had four different colored napkins.
There were intermiuent cacti throughout
the establishment and painted figures of

burgers. J took it upon himself to trot us
through the entire menu, recommending
his favorite dishes. He liked everything.
Though the food was tasty, it
.
4 was not authentic mexican food.
This doesn't really matter, since
Guadalamama's makes no pretenseofbeing an authentic Mexi.
canRestaurant. They are the Red
.
.
Robin of Mexican food. Everybody is to come and have fun.
I Andyoudo.
The highlight of the meal was
.. the Snickers Pie (which we ordered after being carded for a
. KahluaBrownie dessert—we are
me not making this up.) Highly recommended, this Snickers Pie. It
'
had a lot of chocolate and carsmel. Yum.
So, we would recommend
Guadalainama's for afun evening
out, but not for the romantic tryst
you've been dreaming of. Go
before a movie, after a show.
And be sure to say
Guadalamama's Fajita Cantina ten times
fast to get you in the mood for fun.
There is a bar for those of you who are
over2l (andcan have the Kahlua Brownie).
The bar, however, is not disruptive to the
rest of the diners, which is an added plus.
Meanwhile, Harbor Lights is just down the
road....

Is
I

C
tone of the restaurant. Our level of happiness rose when we entered . and made us
ready to eat.
The food was well priced with meals
running between $5 and $10 (though the
salmon is more expensive) and the portions
were large. There are options of combinations and fajitas, burritos and even ham-
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May's Vietnamese: One trip there and you'll be hooked

rneseair

CBy Michele Whitehead
Features Editor
May's Vietnamese Resraur ant
2514 N. Proctor 756-5092

whenyou start getting thoroughly
y
r so many innovative things you can
io have been faced with the same
hrnen, the outlook can seem pretty
~ er the SUB and the prospect of the
casserole makes you instantly lose
,

A small, unassuming, little a dbnckbuilding nestled amongst other she psonProctor,
May's Vietnamese Restaun mt would be

cooking, it has retained its own particular
and distinctive character." To me this is
noticeable in the food since I'm not much
of a cook, I can't really pinpoint what the
exact difference in flavor is between it and
Chinese food. I guess I would describe
May's food as slightly sweeter or tangier.

The first time I went to May's I had the
satay chicken (which has a peanutbased sauce), and it was excellent.
The next time, I had the curry chicken
and have been hooked ever since (I
order it every time now). Since I'm
one of those people with the annoying habit of tasting off other people's
meals, I have sampled enough of what
May's offers to be able to write this
review with some sort of authority.
The chicken chow mein, fried rice,
and broccoli chicken are all great too.
,AA*Ct4'tt May'shasavariety dishes; both the

\,$

a, but there are still some really
You may have to search a little to
roommates and I found the
when desperately searching the
tt could revive our taste buds). In
ye reviewed at length, I've corn- VA
equally pleasing to the palate (as
easy to miss. After hearing some of my
friends rave about how wonderful May's
'onie are old st.and-bys that most
was,
I was surprised on finally accompany! known.
ing them there athownondescript it looked.
'

"

S.

lunch and dinner menus include salads,
chicken,beef, pork, prawns, and vegetarian
dishes, as well as different types of fried
rice. Besides the fact that the food is excellent, another great feature of May's is the
price. Most of the lunch items are only
about $4 and the dinner items are between
$5.50-7.

The restaurant is pretty accommodating

as well. In terms of spicy items, you can
order them mild, medium or hot and all
menu items can be ordered to go. May's

often has a lunch special as well, featuring
an eggroll, fried rice and one of their main
chicken or beef items. (They usually let me
satisfy my curry chicken fetish by allowing
me to substitute that into the day's special.)
A comfortable, relaxing atmosphere
makes May's a great place to enjoy food
that will titillate your taste buds

Looks are definitely deceiving though,
for soon I too was a May's addict, coercing
my roommate to go there every time the
SITB offerings were less than thrilling
(which made for quite a few lunch times
spent at May's).
Owned by Mr. May (who is the only
chef),May'shasbeeninoperaiion since the

end of August and is open Monday-Saturday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. for lunch and
from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. for dinner.
Something about the food makes it stand
out from any other Oriental restaurant I've
been to around here. The food doesn't seem
as greasy as Chinese food can sometimes
be; rather it tastes really fresh and like a
home-cooked meal.
The taste is unique as well. According to
the May's menu, "although Vietnamese
cuisine has been greatly influenced through
the years by Chinese, Thai, and French

1)
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Yokohama: Not'ust the place across from Thai Garden
JBy John Tocher
A&E Editor

ables and

Yokohama Japanese and Chinese Cuisine
1201S.11thst

couldn't help noticing that we were the
only ones in the restaurant, but that's the
advantage to going outfora late lunch. Our
hostess was verykind andbmughtthe moming paper out in case we wanted to read it.

Admittedly, we wouldn' t have gone there
ifThai Garden opened before 4:00 p.m. on
Saturdays. But we were hungry for a good
Asian meal and had come too far on our
quest to turn back. Then, our eyes went
toward the other side of S.11th, to
Yokohama Japanese and Chinese Cuisine.

Dinner prices ranged between $3.75 to
$5.50 ($6.50 for the daily combo). How-

It will invariably be referred to as 'The

Place Across the Street from Thai Garden.'
From the outside, the place looked like a
total dive.
"That's a good sign," we said, and jaywalked our way over.
Inside, it was a wide room with a counter
)n the far end. It looked like a converted
:afe. We ordered at the counter using both
he menu and the photographs of various
lishes on the wall. It should also be noted
iat they had a good selection of canned
ada
We sat down and waited for our food. We

more than filling, with a good balance of
foodstuff on it. I recommend it. (I got to
finish it off for her.)
I ordered the combination plate, which is
different for each day of the week.
Saturday's combo was a plate ofrice with a
separate plate for adding teriyaki beef,
shogoyaki, and a portion of cabbage. The
rice was really good but the two portions of
beef were really sugary. By the end, the
taste had cloyed and there wasn't enough
rice to balance it Out.

(A grumpy old lady did come in later to
increase the clientele by 50%.)
Our food arrived promptly. Melinda ordered a spicy lemongrass curry chicken
(she's a suckerfor yellow food) and gotjust
that, complete with bamboo shoots and
green pepper It was spicy enough for her,
a Mexican food fanatic, to contemplate
ordering a glass of milk. The plate was
.

ever, some of the same dishes can be ordered for lunch for about a dollar less.
There may be some reduction in serving
size, but we were both full when we left,
and we'd ordered at lunchtime.
How much you plop down varies widely,
depending on what you order, and it's a
good idea to look at the photograph to see
how much food you're getting. For us, the
experience made for a highly recommendable lunchtime chow-down. And don't
forget to try the egg rolls.

SPORTS
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Loggers lose .title to Centro I Washington
By Karl Zener
Sports Copy Editor
An outstanding District I regular-season
for the men's baskethall team came to an
disappointing end with two league losses at
home. After losing their first District! game
on the road to Central Washington on February 20, the Loggers lost again to the
Wildcats on Thursday 69-65. On Saturday,

Fieldhouse cheering the Loggers to a halftime lead of 40-36 thanks to several monstrous dunks by sophomore Malt Droege.
However, when crunch time arrived with
four minutes remaining and the title on the
line, Central hit the key shots and Puget
Sound did not. The Wildcats relied on guard
Jeff Albrecht who hit two key 3-pointers as
the 45-second shot clock wound down.
"They worked the shot clock way down,"
grn(i nnint o11ir,1
t"
b""

Tw-.rhI

Doolittle. "We made
them take the shots we
wanted them to, but they
just hit them."
The second of those
3-pointers came with
1:40 to play and gave
Central a 67-63 lead.
Anotherclutchshotalso
came after a monstrous
dunk by Mau Droege
that brought the deficit
to one point with 2:22
and had the crowd on
its feet.
"Central came down
and took the shots we
wanted them to, but they
somehow went in and
ours didn't," said Head
Coach Bob Niehi.
"Central is seniordominated and we're a lot
younger. They performed at the end and
C
we didn't."
It was also Albrecht
who got the game
C
w
headed in Central's direction with the start of
Charles Miller evades Wildcat defender to sink another basket. the second half. With
15:30 to go, Albrecht
drove to the basket and was fouled by
the Loggers finished out the regular season
Droege and completed the three-point play.
with a loss to St. Martin's by the score of
Puget Sound had come out in the second
93-89.
half strong as they rolled to a nine-point
The game against Central Washington
lead at 47-38. However, Albrecht's play
was one of the biggest in recent Logger
closed Central to within three points at 49history as the winner would move into soul
46 and started a 154 run to pull the Wildpossession of first place. A large crowd of
cats ahead 58-53 with 11:13 remaining.
about 1,500 fans packed the Memorial
"They came out a lot more physical in the

*

'
.

r;

'•

rn

At

I
in ,n;id-air,Char/es Miller, number 32, changes his shot to sink two.
second half and the refs didn't call much,"
said Doolittle. "It really affected the flow of
our game."
The game swung back and forth and stayed
close the rest of the way. Droege ended up
with 18 points on 8-for-12 shooting and
senior Charles Miller scored 15 on 6-for13.
With the win, Central clinched the district
title and will have home court advantage
throughout the playoffs.

With the Loggers in second place and a
guaranteed first-round bye in the playoffs,
the game Saturday against St. Martin's had
very little motivation behind it for the Loggers who looked flat for most of the game.
The Saints, however, had plenty of motivation. A victory insured St. Martin's of a
playoff spot.
After twoconsecutive games against Central Washington, the Loggers never get
see B-BALL page 12

Swimmers clean house in Olympia,
get ready for Nationals in Texas
UBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
In preparation for the National Championships next week, the Puget Sound swimmers took The Evergreen State College in
Olympia by storm.
Thewomen,behind thestrong individual
performanceoffztshman Michelle Parrish,
won the Bi-District team title by almost
250 points. Likewise, the men were led by
three double-winners to take the team title
by over 150 points.
Parrish set two meet records and won
three events for the Loggers. The freshman set the records in the 100-meter but'4
terfly by winning the event in 59.10 seeonds, breaking theoldmark heldby Simon
Fraser's Sarah Agnew by one-hundredth
of a second.
Later in the meet, Parrish broke Puget
0
C
0
Sound alum Charlene Miller's record in
Ca
the 100 breaststroke. Parrishfinished the
cc0
event in 1 minute, 6.83 seconds, breaking
-j
II Miller's mink by a half-second.
Parrish also won the 50freestyle in 24.90.
Wallace Pool crowd cheers on buuerflying
Leading the men were double-winners
Loggers.
Ace Blair, Rich Butler and Greg Kabacy.

>

C-

0
0
0
0

Logger swimmerfreestyles to a first-place finish.
Blair, ajunior, won the 500 free (4:46.93)
and the 1,600 free (16:29.30).
Anotherjunior,Rich Butler, who has challenged for the 100 breast national championship each of his last two seasons, won
that event in 59.93. He also touched the
wall first in the 200 breaststroke (2:09.34).
Kabacy swam a lifetime best in winning
the 200 backstroke in 1:55.97. The sophomore also won the 100 back in 53.86.
The women's team finished with 797
points. CentralWashington was second with

451 and Pacific Lutheran University was
third with 425.
They were helped immensely in the cmcml relays. The women took first in the 200
free (1:40.22), the 400 free (3:39.80), the
800 free (8:02.38) and the 200 medley
(1:51.35). They took second in the 400
medley with a 4:06.12.
There were several other point-earning
individuals. Junior Amy Miller won both
the 500 free (5:10.97) and the 1,650 free
see SWIMMING page 12
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Women's tennis rolls to 51 Ski team at regional championships
ciSteve Snyder
record, Wong hasn't lost a game
Staff writer

(Steve Snyder
Staff writer

The University of Puget Sound women's
tennis team just keeps getting better.
They posted two shutouts over Pacific
Lutheran and Lewis & Clark and then defeatedLinfield 7-2,alllastweek The team's
record is 5-1.
The men's team defeated Eastern Washington University, 8-1, last week to raise its
record to 3-1.
No. 1 singles player Lisa Wong, a junior,
won her singles match 6-0, 6-0, against
Linfield to stay perfect on the season.
Wong has allowed only bagels from her
last three opponents. She destroyed Joni

In McCall, Idaho lastweek theUniversity
ofPuget Sound Loggers ski team competed
in the regional championships.
The women's ski team finished eighth in
the slalom and tenth in the giant slalom.
They were led by senior Stephanie Nelson
(Parkland, Ore.), who finished 12th in the
slalom. In the giant slalom, she posted a
16th placing. Another senior, Lisa
Demmons (Missoula. Mont.), also finished
in the top 30 of the slalom by placing 29th.
In the giant slalom, Kirsten Bruns (Fr.,

Roback of Pacific Lutheran, Stephanie
Tonin of Lewis & Clark, and Robin Szedlak
of Linfield in straight sets 6-0, 6-0.
Senior Karyle Kramer and freshmen
Heather Seeley and Nikki Powers also swept
their Linfield opponents.
Megan Volkman, a junior, had two wins
againstPaciflc Lutheran and Lewis & Clark
Freshman Jolene Jang won against Pacific
Lutheran. Junior Karen Phillips had wins
against Lewis & Clark and Linfield.
In doubles, Wong-Kramer and SeelyPowers won all three of their matches.
Phillips teamed with Cindy Kozu for a win
against PLU, then teamed with Volkman
for a 6-2, 6-2 win against Lewis & Clark.

Baseball season is slow with five losses
ciBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

They may have gone down, butthey didn't
do it without a fight.
The Puget Sound baseball team fmished a
three-day, six-game tour of Oregon last
weekend with a 1-5 record. But with it
being the first action of the season, there
were a lot of positives to be gleaned from
the games.
Last Friday in Forest Grove, Or., the
Loggers opened the season with a strong
pitching performance from Brodie
Carmichael in a 3-2 loss to Pacific University. Carmichael pitched a complete game
and gave up three hits.
Inthe second game,Puget Sound lost,134.
JuniorJason Olson hit a solo home run on
Saturday against Lewis & Clark to start a
three-runrally toopen the game. Brad Loveless pitched a complete game and the Loggers won the game, 5-1. Despite strong
reliefpitching from freshmanJake Annour,
the Loggers lost the second game, 8-2.

What's a sports fan to dol.
ci Sara Freman and
Karl Zener
Editor and Copy Editor

of sports, baseball, is preparing to appease
every American's thirst for true action and
excitement.
Sara's turn...

KarPs turn...

In this great country where beer is cheap
and sports arealways on, whatdoes a sports
fan do in the firstweekof March? Football's
over, baseball's waiting in the wings and
basketball has yet to get interesting.
Sara's turn...

I've never understood why anyone would
watch sports on T.V. The closest I've come
to watching a professional sports event is a
Tacoma Tigers game at Cheney Stadium. I
really didn't pay attention to the players
because they were somewhat middle-aged.
Instead, I watched one of the women in the
stadium get proposed to by her fiancee who
had the novel idea of having a plane fly over
the stadium with a banner attached stating
"HILLARY, WILL YOU MARRY ME?"
She jumped up and down and screamed.
Then she showed off her ring. Real masculinity and femininity at Cheney Stadium.
Karl's turn...

I start getting really itchy at this time of
year. In two weeks, Pro-Basketball players
will finally start playing like the games
meant something, and March madness is
right around the corner. The NFL draft is
one month away and the end-all-and-be-all

Even in high school I refused to sing the
national anthem at the beginning of sporting events. I object to patriotism being tied
to sports. I've always thought that football
was awfully homoerotic and that baseball
was pointedly phallic. How Bruno and
Karl manage to work in an office with me,
I'll never know. However, I do ski.
Karl's turn...

I knew there was something wrong when
Gal)' Brooks and Icould not fill up one hour
of pertinent sports talk on our radio show
and had to resort to speed skating. These are
tough times for all ofus, but injust a couple
more weeks, we'll all be back to normal.
Hopefully, the Loggers will win and ternporarily satisfy my hunger.
Sara's turn...

Besides, the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit
Issue just came out. But wait, we're all
saved because after Spring Break Bruno
will have four pages entirely devoted to
Baseball. This pull-out section may even
include Baseball Poetry.
Karl's final say...
Even if the Pirates and the Angels will be
fielding minor league squads this season
and the Kingdome is the worst stadium to
see a game, life can only get better
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ciBy Bruno Zalubil
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For their leading roles in the pool, the
Dande Trophy Company Athletes of the
Week are Michelle Parrish and Gre;
Kabacy.
Parrish, a freshman, won three events
two with meet-record times, at las i
weekend's Bi-District Championships ai L
The Evergreen State College in Olympia
She set set the record in the 100-metci ;
butterfly by one-hundredth ofasecondb) V
winning the event in 59.10 seconds.
Parrish also broke the record in the 10( )
breaststroke when she broke Puget Soun
alum Charlene Miller's 1991 record by
half-second to set the new mark at I
minute, 6.83 seconds.
Parrish also won the 50 freestyle ii
24.90.
Kabacy,asophomore, won the 200 back
stroke in 1:55.97, his life-time best time
He also won the 100 back in 53.86.
Greg Kabacy, left and Michell
Parrish, right.

Pttsburgh, Penn.) finished 40th, Demmons
came in at 44th, and Wynne Kennedy (Fr.,
Arvada, Cob.) was 51st.
The men Imished at number nine in the
giant slalom; however, scores for the slalom were not available.
Individually, the Loggers were led by
sophomore John Hildreth (Golden, Cob.),
who had a top 25 fmish in the slalom and
had a 28th place finish in the giant slalom.
Also doing well in the giant slalom were
Brett Meyer (Jr., North Andover, Mass.)
with a 5 1st place and freshman Jake
McTigue (Telluride, Cob.) was 59th.
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Against Western Oregon Sunday, the
Loggers failed to win again. Puget Sound
lost the first game, 8-2.
But in the second game, the Loggers were
in the fight for a long time. They tied the
game at 2-2 in the top of the seventh. With
two Outs and runners at the corners, though,
coach Russ Anderson started a double steal
to take advantage of the Loggers' team
5-.

Freshman Dan Balbough was therunnerat
third and was thrown out at the plate to end
the inning.
Western Oregon, however, used a trick of
its own. In the bottom of the seventh they
squeezed the winning run over the plate for
3-2 victory.
Thebaseball team willtraveb toEllensburg
on Saturday to play a doubleheader with
Central Washington and Spokane on Sunday for a doubleheader against Whitworth
College.
On Tuesday, they will be at Liberty High
School to play the University of Washington.

SPORTS
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successful YJ season
LBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
Coming off a very successful season from
last year, the Puget Sound women's fastpitch
softhall team will have a whopper ofa game
to start this season with.
Actually, it will only be a scrimmage at
Peck Field on Saturday at 11 a.m.
But the contest will be are-match with the
team that ended the Loggers' season last
May - the cross-town rival Pacific
Lutheran Lutes.
Seeing as how the Lutes are defending

national champions and the team that beat
Puget Sound in the District playoffs last
year to make it into the national tournament, tensions might still be high.
The Loggers, who finished 20-11 last
season as the district runner-up, have 10
returning leuer-winners and five returning
starters.
One of the returning team leaders isjunior
Lon Buck who will play first base.
A promising newcomer is Heather
Paulson. The freshman from Vancouver
was named the Washington State Player of
the Year last year.

The Logger's Track and Field
season starts thi's weekend
By Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
This weekend, the Puget Sound Track
and Field season will kick into gear as the
Loggers travel north to participate in the
University of Washington Open.
The women's team will be led by a several strong distance runners from the NAIA
National Championship cross country team.
Among the runners on the track team are

sophomore Emily Keilman, seniors Melissa Moffett and Shawn Perkins, junior
Elizabeth O'Brien, freshman April Plainer,
and sophomores Kirsten Brenkert and Jennifer Burningham.
Among the top returnees for the men are
senior sprinter Tom Fernandez and junior
distance runner Josh Montgomery. Mart
Ellis, a top distance runner, will not compete this year because of a hip injury.

B-BALL from page 10
emotionally up for St.. Martin's. Nevertheless, John Staggers, a senior from Los Angeles, played this game possessed. Whatever Staggers wanted to do on the court
against the Loggers he did.
The 6-foot-5 center made two of three 3..
pointers and made 10 of 19 field goals,
many of which were acrobatic off-balance
shots. Staggers ended up with 23 points to
share the team-high scoring honors with

Michael Hudson. Staggers was also a force
on defense. He pulled down a game-high
nine rebounds.
"John Staggers was the Los Angeles player
of the year in high school and he ends up
playing at St. Martin's—he had an awesome game," said Niehl.
Nevertheless, Staggers could notkeep the
Loggers down foreverasPugetSound woke
up with about five minutes remaining with
outstandingplay by guard DominickCarter.

March 4, 1993

VP coming Home Events
Tennis Friday, 1 p.m. men, 6 p.m. women in Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Lewise.
Clark State College.
Sunday, 9 a.m. men, 2 p.m. women in Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Gonzaga.

Basketball Saturday, 7 p.m. in Memorial Fieldhouse vs. highest-seed winner from
District I semi-final.

Softball Saturday, 11 a.m. at Peck Field in scrimmage vs. Pacific Lutheran
University.

SWIMMING from page 10
(17:55.89).
Freshman Kendra Lavik took first in the
200 butterfly (2: 13.96); sophomore Erica
Thiessen tookfirstin the 200back(2: 13.48);
and freshman Erin Halton took first in the
400 individual medley (4:44.30).
Jen Kuhn, a junior, finished third in the
100 back (1:01.84) and second in the 200
IM (2: 14.80).
In the men's team standings, Puget Sound
was first with 697 points. Linfield finished
second with 538 1f2 and Central was third
with43l 1/2.
Senior Mark Hendrickson finished seeond in the 50 free with a time of2l.96. He
was also on the men's winning 400 medley
relay (3:34.07).
Eighteen women and I 1 men are qualifled for the NAJA National Championships. They will leave early next week for
San Antonio, Texas, where they will fmish
their season from March 10 to 13.

Post-season hoop
tickets on sale
Get your tickets early,
cheer your Loggers purely
IBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
The men's basketball team will host a
semifinal contest this Saturday at the Memorial Fieldhouse at 7 p.m. against a team
to be determined in the first round of the
NAJA District 1 tournament.
Student identification will not provide
free admittance. Toavoid theexpected long
lines at the gate, it is advised that students
purchase their tickets early.
They will be on sale in the Student Union
Building information booth all day Friday
and from 1 to 5 p.m. in the athletic office.
Student general admission is only $2.
Tickets are $6 for reserved and $5 for
general admission, faculty and staff.

The Loggers quickly cutan 11-point deficit
to just two, 91-89, when Whitney Dixon
drove the lane, made the lay-up and was
fouled with 24 seconds to go.
But Dixon missed the free throw, and
Staggers made one
oftwoatthe line for
a 92-89 lead with
18 seconds to play.
Puget Sound still
had a chance to tie
II,

DUL
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bad you want it," said Doolittle about the
key to the playoffs. "We were emotionally
drained from Central and the (St Martin's)
game may have been a good wake-up call."
"The key is we have to play our style of
game and disrupt
our opponents
in the playI Doolittle. We offs," said Niehl.
"Teams
one
through six are all
good. This is
healthy for the
league. All the
then
to
playoff games will
t the end. ••
be good."
The lowest remaining seed trayels to Ellensburg
to face Central Washington. The winners of
the Central and Puget Sound games on
Saturday meet March 10 for the district
championship and a trip to the NAJA national tournament.

ed and didn't
play. You can p t

Doolittle's desperation 3-pointer hit the
front of the rim with
5 seconds to play.
"We'll be fine,"
said Doolittle. we
were too relaxed and didn't really come to
play. You can't get down 13 and then try to
come back at the end."
Coach Niehl started all three of the Loggers seniors—Charles Miller, Michael
Jones, and Scott Brown— in their final
regular-season home
game. Puget Sound was
lead by post Matt Droege
who came off the bench
to score 24 points on 11for-iS shooting from the
field and grabbed eight
rebounds.
"SL Martin's showed
how good our league is
this year," said Niehl.
t
"Usually the second
place team would easily
beatthe sixth team in the
league. They have a lot
oftalentand we're oneof
the teams picked to win
1 MY
the district at the begin54'
•/
ning of the year."
Despite the losses,
Puget Sound has a first
round bye and will have
home court advantage on
Saturday against the winner ofthe firstround with Mati Droge gçts a good look at the hoop before sinking two
the highest seed.
"It all boils down to confidence and how
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Matwroge rejects Central point guard ChrisAlbrecht's lay- up aue,nnt.
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Thoughts on the "personal and professional characteristics" clause and the tenure

Can we all get along.,
tlBy William Haltom
Associate Professor, Politics and
Government

Guest editorials by Professors Hans
Ostrom and Beth Kalikoff in the last two
issues of the Trail and the presentation by
Professor Derrick Bell last week have called
our attention to shortcomings in faculty
evaluation at the University of Puget Sound
and throughout academia. I agree with Hans
thatrecent tenure decisions have mcked the
morale of faculty, especially junior faculty,
by making tenure seem too capricious to
honor the recipients or the University. Beth
showed that such caprice threatens women
and minorities most when it is thoughtless
or inadvertent. Professor Bell stunned a
dozen faculty when he detailed methods of
inadvertentand deliberate discrimination that recapitulated local
events of which he had no personal
knowledge.

mittee be asked to hear issues. Instead, an
overworked Faculty Advancement Committee adjudicates the matter amid its other
responsibilities.
Thus a capricious criterion can bind and
blind all who use it. It is precisely because
I know that I should never trust myself with
such undisciplined power that I implore the
faculty to defme or to eliminate this category.
I also ask the faculty to reform or delete
"personal and professional characteristics"
because that criterion thwarts genuine pursuit of diversity. If we hire and tenure those
who present an always judicious mix of
tapioca and meringue as their professional
personas, we may—indeed! we must—use
"personal and professional characteristics"
as a criterion. If instead we hire faculty

1Ly. I W0117

These voices move me to propose
that shefaculty reform or eliminate
the language in the Faculty Code
that permits us to evaluate the "person and professional characteristics" of colleagues.

The Faculty Code states that tenuse requires, among other things,
affirmative evidence of excellence
in "existence of those personal and
professional characteristics that
promise to make the faculty member an effective member of the university for the balance of the faculty member's career" (Ch. IV, section 4).
Even ifthe faculty understand excellence in
the existence of characteristics (I have always thought of existence as binary), and
even if the faculty believe that they can
predict colleagues' characteristics for the
next thirty years or more, this language is
far too subjective and flaccid to qualify as a
standard.
Most honorable academics consider it
axiomatic that "personal" characteristics
becxcludedfrom personnel decisions. Even
to debate the matter requires us to presume,
recklessly and incorrectly, that we know
what "personal" denotes. "Professional" is
no clearer: I may declare virtually any conduct of which I disapprove "unprofessional," especially if I am willing to embellish facts with allegations and innuendo
through which the Faculty Advancement
Committee will be unable to peer. "Personal and professional characteristics," then
is a pseudo-criterion that is at best ambiguous and at worst too vague to be ambiguous.
Becausejudgements under this non-stanthird need be neither credible nor even
plausible, just a few members of fractious
departments may sabotage the chances of
any junior member. The Faculty Advancement Committee will then note that, whatever the truth of the charges, collegiality
has broken down. Since tenured troublemakers are secure, junior faculty are particularly vulnerable unless they "get along"
with tenured faculty.
Worse, this captious criterion tends to
"blindside" candidates for tenure. Unless
teaching, professional growth, or service
decline greatly after the third-year evaluation, departments, committees, the president, and trustees are constrained by their
past judgements. Not so with "personal and
professional characteristics," which may
crop up at the last moment and leave the
candidate without even awareness of the
allegations that will doom her or him. Even
if the charges are dated enough to permit
notice for all involved, there is no requirement that the Professional Standards Corn-

forced to descend from our pedestals and
defend our views. When professed openness must be actualized in deed, words and
thoughts, diversity becomes too dear for
comfortable faculty, who long to return to
the North Tacoma Men's Club into which
they were tenured. To defend exclusivity,
the once-comfortable afflict the now-vulnerable with the "Miss Congeniality" Contest.
If superior teaching and intellectual contributions to discipline and university sufficed for tenure, I should be unworried. It is
not accidental that those most important
criteria are also the least subjective. If all
criteria in the handbook admitted of reasonably objective assessment, I should worry
less. Like our junior faculty, I do worry as
superior teaching and scholarship are pared
from the margins of my univer-

representative of voices as chronically silenced in our universities as in our societies, those faculty will—if they are truly
intellectuals—challenge the old boys and
defy the damningpraise of appropriate "personal and professional characteristics."
Too often colleges have run afoul of a
paradox: diversity requiresrecognition and
acceptance of actions and attitudes that
differ from dominant norms, but the very
norms that have dominated inform faculty
evaluation. Diversity challenges us to update and rationalize our norms to make
certain thatthey accordwith the present and
future needs and aspirations of the University. If we do not get rid of "personal and
professional characteristics," then, we must
at least make a pass at defining what that
criterion does and does not include.
Ifwe undertake such definitions, we shall
discover that the norms that are at least
somewhat objective—teaching, scholarly
growth, and service—relate rationally to
the functions of faculty and the mission of
colleges and universities. We shall also
admit that most of the subjective norms
subsumed by "personal and professional
characteristics" are neither justifiable nor
rational.
Facultyhired for and proud of their"other ness" (de Beauvoir) do not fit the too cornmon track pursued by junior faculty—deference to elders, obsequiousness to power,
and passion forrespectabiity. Instead, they
challenge the least important, most atavistic of our norms—"personal and professional characteristics"—in order to meet
norms that define our mission—service to
the students and faculty of the University.
We hire junior faculty to secure political,
intellectual, social and cultural diversificadon. Then we run into the paradox identifled above. Some of the skeptical iconochats whom we delight in hiring actually
mean what they say! They assault our cornplacent assumptions and force us to resume
the intellectual struggles that, if we were
lucky,defined our undergraduate and graduate experiences. We, the privileged, are

that reward amicability over
merit secure a surfeit of friendly
mediocrities. I do not want to
see us go down that road.
Ifeliminating ordefining "personal and professional characteristics" strikes my colleagues
as precipitous, less bold steps
might still ameliorate someproblems. The faculty could stipulate that perceived deficiency in
"personal andprofessional characteristics" should not by itself
overwhelm superior performance in teaching, research and
service. The faculty could
specify how theFaculty AdvancementCommittee and the President are to balance the
more objective criteria with the most subjective criterion. The faculty could require
that allegations of"unprofessional" behaviorbc broughtbefore the committee charged
andmostexperiencedwithhafldling themProfessional Standards—before such allegations are admitted to the evaluation process.
Whatever we choose to do, it is imperative that the faculty restore confidence in
evaluation procedure and in their own power
to govern their university. In the hallways,
colleagues urge me not even to bother with
this matter. They remind me of desultory
meetings in which the faculty have acceded
to the status quo. They forecast the "personable and professional" professors who will,
again and again, reassure us that UPS is the
best of all possible universities. They extol
the singular virtue of the present arrangement "At least we are honest! We tell
junior faculty that tenure depends on a
supple spine."
Despite these frighteningly accurate objections, I urge faculty members and students to bother with this matter. Yes, we
faculty are usually sheep, in part because
our criteria for tenure and evaluation encourage ovine qualities. Yes, we shall have
to listen to the usual suspects slather blather
in defense of anything to which they are
accustomed. And yes, we should never
compel our "honest" scoundrels to redirect
their animosities into assessments of teaching, research or service.
Still, wouldn't it be diverting to attend a
faculty meeting with a worthy, if vain,
purpose? We mighteven hear faculty speak
at this faculty meeting! Wouldn't it be
amusing to force the old boys and the old
boy wannabes, male and female, to defend
the ancient regime? We claim to love the
classics! Finally, wouldn't it assuage departing colleagues towatcha coalition form
in defense of candid injustice, one last time?
Some denied tenure might see what acornpliment we have paid them!
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Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound. Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the VICwS of the
Associated Students, the University, of its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials
(unsigned editorials) are the opinion of the majority of the core staff. Guest opinions
are printed on the discretion of the Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right not
to print letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. All letters
must have a signature and a phone nwnber and are due Tuesday at 5p.m. Anonymous letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other
correspondence may be addressed to: The Trail, University of Pu get Sound, 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma WA 98416.

The Trail, it's a learning experience
I

IBy Leslie A. Murray
Staff Writer
In the past two weeks, the Trail has published what were most likely two of this year's
most importanteditorials: Beth Kalikoff's essay on the feminist side ofthe tenure issue, and
Hans Ostrom's editorial on changing tenure policy to benefit the University as a whole.
While both professors wrote articles which minor the opinions held by us folks down here
at the Trail—issues which have troubled this campus for much of the year—these
professors' comments represent a minority of positive input from UPS faculty to a major
student voice on campus. It seems to me that there are too many faculty members bitching
about the quality ofthe student newspaper, and too few actually doing anything whatsoever
to change the problems they have with the Trail.
Ijust began my dubious association with thisfine literary journal last semester, but even
since then I have seen countless examples of many faculty members' apathy and even
downright hostility toward the Trail and the issues it attempts to present. David Droge's
recent letter to the editor concerning an editorial co-authored by News Editor, Eric Borne
is a perfect example of this attitude. He began what seemed like a pseudo-defense of the
editorial's assertions; he prefaced it with a comment stating that the editorial was just
another example of "student whining in the Trail."
Student whining. Excuse us, my dear man, for our prior whining. We really shouldn't
complain at all, should we? Just because we, as students feel unsafe around many of our
professors, unprotected by a university more concerned with fund-raising than its students,
and ignored by anyone we attempt to bring up our problems to, what the flick are we
complaining about? Right? The patronizing attitude of many of the faculty seems to be:
"Hey, kids, we gave you your little newspaper, but we didn't mean you could actually
commenton anything oflinportance. Stick to Circle K fund-raisers and nice editorials about
peaceandjustice. And ifyou doraise any irnportantissues,remember to maintain a constant
respect for your elders, young whippersnappers."
I hearreports ofTrailstaffmembers sitting in on faculty meetings where faculty members
have made nothing but completely negative comments about the paper. I mention to
professors that I am a staff writer down here and they make a pointed attempt to stifle
laughter. As many of these professors readily admit they never read the Trail, I sometimes
wonder how they came to these enlightening insights on the paper's quality or lack thereof.
For all they know, we could be down here writing about vaginas and illegal drug use. Oh,
sorry, did I say "writing," I meant whining about vaginas and illegal drug use. My mistake.
Faculty members seem unconcerned with the fact that there are quite a few people who
do quite a lot of work on this little baby. I know staff members who practically live down
here from Monday through Thursday. And these students have to juggle school, work and
any free time they might desire, to pull together a paper with virtually no input from any of
these elusive faculty who have so many problems with the Trail. It seems pretty easy for
them to bitch endlessly about the poor quality of the student newspaper, but I'd like to see
them all come down here and try to get this thing put together every week. I assure you, they
would probably soon be whistling a slighily diffeint tune.
I'm not asking faculty members to heap us with praise, due or undue, just to take a little
time to consider the positive things the Trail attempts to do. Lord knows, we can always
use a little criticism, but we could also use a little praise now and then. I have been very
impressed with the paper's recent attempts to have some voice in University policy
concerning the welfare of students and professors as well. The entire Trail staff has been
attempting to send a message to the campus community as a whole that we can change the
bullshit that goes on behind many of the closed-in-our-face doors. And I for one am proud
to write for this shining bastion ofjournalistic freedom. Actually, damn proud. And I
wouldn't be afraid to admit it to a slew of giggling professors.
And hey, anytime you guys want to put your money where your mouth is, so to speak, the
Trail always welcomes any contributions. And I'll let you in on a little secret. Just write
about genitalia or drugs. It works for me. I guess people arejust too busy complaining about
how horrible the paper is toy read any of the incredibly offensive things I've written
and be incredibly offended.
Oh. And remember to whine.

Is diversity really necessary? With a student body of 8 1% Caucasians, diversity
seems like a relatively unimportant part of
a UPS education. Yet we constantly hear
about the benefits ofdiversity on this campus. UPS is committed to enhancing apositive educational experience, right? And
since diversity aids the educational experience through theexchange ofknowledge of
various cultures, wouldn't it seem to follow
that UPS would do all it could to enhance a
more diverse campus community? It seems
the UPS administration hasn't thoroughly
soughtall options for diversifying our campus.
Perhaps the University fears that in the
pursuit of diversity, we risk accepting potentially incapable students. This question
ofdiversity was raised at
a recent Fireside Dinner
withPresidentPjerce. Dr.
Pierce stated the importance of diversity, but
Many
provided examples of
certain institutions
student
where, for a time, fulli

aesire to
tuitionscholarshipswere
offered to people who orsucceed c
dinarily wouldn't have
attendedcollege, leading
like UPS.
(driven by the desire to
obtain a more diverse stuneed, as
dentbody) toalessqualifled student body. This
Pierce c
option isn't necessary.
ei
Obviously, diversity is
a complex issue. But encouraging canahie sindents from overseas
would enhance theUPS society, and should
be begun by sending UPS representatives
abroad. Having obtained my high school
education in South-East Asia, I know the
type of motivation many of the students
have overseas; I've heard first-hand the
international students' yearning for a solid
United States education. In my high school,
however, I never met with a UPS representative. I didn't hear about the quality of this
institution. In fact, the only reason I'm here
is that Iprimarily looked atPacific Lutheran
University. Iwould never have known about
UPS! This is why I find this subject so
important. If most overseas students with
the capability to succeed at UPS cannot
afford to even visit campus, how will they
hear about the quality of this institution?
UPS is missing out on these students as
much as these students are missing out on
UPS. Representatives are therefore crucial.
Yes, there are complications involving
international students. For example, many
students lack the financial ability to visit
campus, let alone pay for tuition, room and
board. How can these students obtain the
money to finance the type ofeducation they
deserve? (Scholarships and financial incentives would allow capable students to
attend.) Also, the University's lack of and
ESL (English as a Second Language) program makes it difficult for non-fluent English speakers to take full advantage of the
otherclasses available. How could students
who aren't fluent speakers of English sur-

th

vive at UPS? (Implement an ESL program
similarto thatatPLU.) Finally, there is a lot
ofgovernmentalbureaucracy involved with
international students. It's time to follow in
the path of institutions like PLU and break
through this red tape.
TheUPS administration has recently demonstrated its interest in foreign students.
The University has progressed considerably in reaching out to other countries.
Even since Christmas, the amount of study
abroad options have tripled to 27, including
two foreign exchanges. This demonstrates
the apparent aspiration for more interaction
of UPS students and faculty with other
nations and people.
We still have a long way to go, but the
benefits to the University and us students
are quite impressive. For instance, appliestions will significantly increase, helping
UPS become a more selective institution.
Also, with a higher
amnnnt of intpmtinnq1
students, there will be a
more diversified campus,
both ethnically and culturally. Finally, the education of the student body
would increase in a way
no classroom could teach
us (I know this because
of the amount of quesLions Ireceive from interested peers concerning
my experience overseas
and about the cultures of
the people in the countries where I've lived).
The faculty and students
in virtually all aspects
would increase their
knowledge of new cultures and learn about people from other
parts of the world.
Having spoken with Scott Copeland, assistant director ofAdmissions, and Jannine
Meisberger, director of International Programs, as well as President Pierce, I discovered a genuine interest in increasing diversity at UPS and a particular interest in
international students. Pacific Lutheran
University, while possessing a similar
amount of students, has more international
students than UPS. Even Tacoma Community College has a more diverse student
population and a larger percentage of international students than UPS (thanks to their
overseas representatives). In a recent conversation I had with President Pierce, she
stated "The University ofPuget Sound has
been, for a long time, committed to a diversified campus community. We are comm itted to achieving diversity in order to provide access to students who previously did
not have access to top-flight liberal arts
institutions like UPS." Many overseas students have the motivation; they have the
desire toattend and succeed ata college like
UPS. What they need, as President Pierce
affirms, is "the access."
If diversity truly is as important to The
University of Puget Sound as the administration (and Dr. Pierce) suggest, then additional pressure must be applied to the administration. In the interests of the faculty
and the student body, we can improve the
lips educational experience even further.
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Letters to the Editor
Whites find it easy to
reject affirmative action
Dear racially ignorant young men, Ray
Kahier and Jeff Holland (racists),
How in the hell can your white-bred yuppie
asses write such blasphemy? I'm sorry, but
you need some serious help. Isn't it easy to
oppose affirmative action when you're
white? I'm surprised you didn't throw in
the white buzzwords, "reverse discriminatiori." How do you propose we, as humans
(maybe you're not human), make up for
400 years of white, male (you two) oppression? All of the civil rights acts have been
only tokens, and affirmative action was
about the only thing left that could possibly
help serve justice.
You make me ill, and I'm surprised they
let your hidden agenda (actually not so
hidden) of racism into this school. But, I
guess this school isn't exactly culturally
egalitarian, but that's an entirely different
argument. I guess we'll never get rid of the
Reagan/Bushes of the world who would
like to help promote racism. The people
who would rather talk about the white elite
making more money (your article) than
civil rights. Let's not forget that MLK,
Rosa Parks, and Malcolm were only 30
years ago, and the legislation they helped
pass hasn't changed much in the way of
ending racial segregation, promoting equal
opportunity, or even curbing overt racism.
There are millions of steps left to take, and
millions of minds left to change if we are
ever going to have racial harmony, and it
would be prudent if you started thinking
about that instead of new money making
schemes. Anyway:
Why don't you just take your right-wing,
fascist, Pat Buchanan/Adolf Hitler loving,
bullshit filled, white little asses and go join
the Aryan Nation. It seems that is the only
place that ignorant, white, upper-middle
class, racists like you belong.
Sincerely,
Wayne M. Storer

Ode to Apathy
Yeats

a Ia

Dear Editor & My Fellow Students:
ODE TO APATHY:
Why I'm Apathetic
"The best lack all conviction, while the
worst
Are full of passionate intensity ."—Yeats
Apathy—ah, whatabeautiful word. Ilike
being apathetic. You don't believe me do
you? I can admit it, I've been at this
institution for nearly three years and have
yet toparticipate in any sort of extracurricular activity. Do I feel like I've wasted my
parents' money? No, not really, Can I say
that I've learned something? Yes, but unfortunately, the end result is only to know

Dani Weintraub: "Scent ofa Woman. . .
Al Pacino was incredible."

nothing.
I'm apathetic because I don't know. I
can't makejudgements about anything. If
I pick a cause and support it wholeheartedly, then I feel like I'm being intolerant of
the other side. How can I pick a side to an
issuewhen I feel like I'm being judgmental.
Education has only left me confused and
empty feeling.
I wish at times that! couldbean American
Indian before the invasion of white men.
Their lives seem to have been so much less
stressful. I'm almost sure they didn't have
hypertension and stress. They didn't have
taxes, tuition bills, or YUPPY desires. More
importantly, they believed what they believed with their entire beings. Everything
had a purpose and a use. They could explain everything—even though most of their
explanations can now be proven "false" by
our"brilliant" rationality. They didn'tdoubt
their lives or their existence. What seems to
most of us to be ignorant superstition seems
to me to be the ultimate bliss.
I'm not apathetic because! don't care.
I'm apathetic because I don't know the
truth.
Dispassionately yours,
Mary Mouat

Nonsmoker strikes back
To the editoc
I am writing in response to Todd
Starkweather's editorial on second hand
smoke. As a health conscious non-smoker,
I was surprised and offended by the tone of
his article. The idea ofgoing out to eat or to
hang out at a restaurant, bar, or bowling
alley with a smoke free policy sounds rather
appealing to me. In fact, I hate eating in the
non-smoking section and having smoke
blown in my face by someone in the adjacent smoking section. I hate coming home
from bars and clubs with the clothes and
hair reeking of smoke. I hate it when my
eyes turn red and water from all of the
irritants in cigarette smoke. And lastly, I
hatecoughing when I am in good health just
because I choose to go out in public.
I read Todd's suggestion of"deciding not
to visit any business that allows smoking."
Last time I checked, with few exceptions,
all businesses allow smoking in designated
areas. Am I expected to quit eating out in
restaurants, going bowling, going dancing,
etc. in order to foite the market to change
the smoking policy? In a free market, the
possibility of negative externalities exists.
Second hand smoke is an example of this.
When externalities exist, the government
must intervene for the public good, so that
costs do not outweigh benefits to society.
The government is not trying to take away
one's "right to smoke" (where is that written in the Bill of Rights anyway?). The EPA
is trying to prevent 300,000 unnecessary

deaths each year. As for this number being
exaggerated, why else would so many nonsmokers die from lung cancer? They (the
EPA) arenotprohibitinganyonefmm smoking, although it would reduce one's risk of
developing lung cancer. The real issue is
non-smoker's rights to breathe clean air.
When people smoke, they not only endanger their own health, but the health of ev eryone around them. Is it fair to submit food
servers and bartenders to a known carcinogen on the job? Few buildings have adequate ventilation systems to allow indoor
smoking without externalities. By banning
smoking in enclosed public places, no one
has to breathe second hand smoke. Smokers are still free to smoke outdoors and in
their own homes.

I would like to add to Mr. Ostrom's proposal by insisting that students have at least
some involvement in the tenureprocess. He
acknowledged himself that we are the sole
purpose of the University. This being the
case, it is clear that students should have a
say inUniversity decisions regarding which
Professors will stay and which will be desmissed. It is said that students can't make
objective decisions about the qualities and
contributions of their professors. Well, per-

Sincerely,
Lisa Sternoff

Student input in tenure
decisions must be taken
seriously
To the Editoc
I am writing this letter, initially in response to Hans Ostrom's editorial regarding the low morale of untenured faculty, as
well as to continue discussion regarding the
tenure process. I agree with Mr. Ostrom's
opinions. Untenured faculty represent the
less than distant future of this University,
and their fear and lack of morale will effect
the atmosphere of this campus. Professor
Ostrom's call for a reevaluation of the tenureprocess is wise, and shouldbe heededeven by those whose "toes" have been
stepped on. The future of the University
depends on this.
Unfortunately for some, this discussion
and hope for improvement comes too late.
We have already lost three fantastic professors. Being a freshman, I haven't had the
opportunity to experience Laura Laifrado
or Beth Kalikoff first hand, but all I've
heard aboutthem is positive. I do, however,
feel a great loss regarding Diana Marr's
denied tenure. As a prospective student, I
auditioned for Diana Mane to attain a theatre scholarship. I had been visiting colleges for a week in the East, and met several
theatre professors. Finally I came to UPS
and met Diana. She was the first professor
I came across who really made an impression on me. When it came down to deciding
between UPS and Sarah Lawrence, it was
not Puget Sound's impeccable academic
reputation, their gleaming foothall team, or
even theirpretty campus that held my interest, it was Diana Marré. It was her initial
impression that brought me here. It was she
who was first to welcome me JOYOUSLY
here, and she who- has made me glad that
I've stayed. Now she has been denied tentire, and the reason I came to this campus is
gone.

Brian Keevy: "Pure Country ...Not more
Myja Stuart: "Malcolm X. This movie
than three people in America may agree, definitely deserved a nomination for best
but The Last Emperor won—anything's picture—an intense film."
possible."

haps in high school this was the case, but by
the time a student is in college, it should be
assumed that they have a serious interest in
their education. Part of this interest involves concern regarding the quality of
their professors. This is especially true for
students who have chosen their major field
of study. These students have clear goals,
and a vested interest in the quality of education their teachers provide.
I suggest that several students from each
department be included in tenure hearings
from now on. Students have first hand experienceofprofessors that cannotbegleaned
from wriuen comments, or even faculty
interaction. Most students have had the
unfortunate pleasure of enduring a professor, who, frankly, looks good on paper and
is nice to talk to, but can't teach. Some of
these people are certified geniuses, with
many accommodations for scholastic
achievement in their field, yet they cannot
teach. The only people who know this for
sure are the students. What I'm saying is
that the verbal discussion and insight students in each department can provide is
priceless. The University, in order to maintain its reputation, should include this invaluable resource in the tenure process.
Hopefully such losses as occurred this
year will be prevented in the future. The
University should not be interested in losing valuable professors. No replacement
could bring the same courage, energy, and
insight that Dr. D brought to us in the
thealredepartmenL LauraLaifrado and Beth
Kalikoff will be missed by their faithful
students, just as all of us who have worked
with, learned from and gained respect for
Diana Marrd will feel a true absence when
she leaves.
Lisa Lusero

Brandon Cornejo: "A Few Good Men.
Mr. Sutherland finally cut his hair. Jack
Nicholson was great Overall, it was a fun
picture to watch."
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In with the NEWS...
Compiled & Assembled by Derek A. Taylor, AS UPS Assistant Director of Public

RJaions

Time is Running O Utff
I

There are still position openings for:
•ASUPS DIRECTOR OF BUSINES S SERVICES
•ASUPS DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
(Application material for DPR and DBS will be
accepted through Friday, March 5th.)

And:
•EDITOR OF THE TRAIL
•EDITOR OF TAMANAWAS
•EDITOR OF CROSSCURRENTS
•MANAGER OF KUPS 90.IFM
•MANAGER OF PHOTO SERVICES
(Application material for media head positions
will be accepted through Thursday, March 11th.)
Changes
On Thursday, March 11, Formal Senate will be discussing major changes to the current ASUPS By Laws.
These changes, for the most part, pertain to mechanical problems (i.e., organization of text, gender references,
word continuity, general format). There will also be two proposed additions. The first is Article I, Section
3, which will pertain to "President's Council." The second, Article VII, Section 4, will concern the "Freedom
of Information Act of 1967 as it Applies to ASUPS."
The current By Laws, and the proposed changes will be on display in the ASUPS Office through next
Thursday. Any concerned student is invited to examine the proposed additions, and pass on any comments
to their elected senator.
Each of us pays $ 1 30 every year for student programs. The Budget process is fast approaching
and we need to know what your concerns and priorities are. Howdo you feel about concerts,
lectures ,Tamanawas, Homecoming, Campus Films, or KI.JPS?
We need to know what you want to best serve you. During this period before Spring Break,
senators and other ASTJPS Representatives will be on campus soliciting your opinions. Please
talk to them, they are here for you. You can also call me with any questions, comments, or
concerns at x3274, or come up to the ASUPS office (SUB 210) anytime.

iven the Cellar @ 10pm tonight!
L

S '

'LUDENT
~ V PIRWRANIS 1

campus Music INetwork
The Spring Cellar Concert Series
will continue tonight, featuring the
rich sound and unique personality of
Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse. The
show promises to be outstanding, so
arrive early, as space will be limited.
Showtime: 10pm. Admission: Free!
Cultural Events
On Tuesday, March 9th, at the Ii
side Theater, Cultural event will
proudly presentComing Into Passion: Songsfor a Sansei, by actress!
writer Jude Narita. In this solo performance Narita brings to life the
experiences of the Asian-American
Woman. "Her portrayal of a tough
Japanese- American teenager, a Vietnamese prostitue, a little girl amidst
the ruins. of Hiroshima, a Gilipina
mail-order bride, and as a JapaneseAmerican wrongfully imprisoned in
a World War II Relocation Camp,
have earned her aLosAngeles Critic's
Circle Award." Showtime is 8 pm
and admission is $10.00 ($4.00 with
ASUPS Student ID). Tickets are
available through the UPS Info Center and through TicketMaster.
Snecial Events
UPS President Susan Pierce will
hold a FiresideDinner at6:00 pm on
Tuesday, March 9th. Set some time
aside to talk with the woman who
runs the school. Sign-ups are in the
President's Office at Jones 109.
1993-1994 ASUPS Budget
Budget seminars will be held on
March 23 in SUB 201 and on March
24 in SUB 202. All AS UPS funded
groups must attend one of these
meetings to receive its budget packet.
Campus Films

Thank you for your time, and I hope that if you have any concerns at all, you will let me or one
of your ASUPS representatives know about them.

S

Sincerely,
Chuck Edwards, ASUPS Vice President

Showtimes:
Fri. 7:00&9:30
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30
(Paid Advertisement)

Admission:
$1.00with
student I.D.
$2.00 w/o.

